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An emphasis on the educational integration of all groups in the
school population in its specific suggestions for teachers regarding
the slow-learning (hi Id.
jones, vkrnon. Character and Citizenship Training in the Public
School: an KxlHtrhnwulal Study oj Three Specific Methods. Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 19,%. Pp. 404.
A report of a careful experiment in character education in the
seventh and eighth grades in which combination of experiencing
and discussion was found to be most effective.
kawin, etiikl. The. Wise. Choice of Toys, with an introduction by
Frank N. Freeman. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1934.
Pp. xi + 111.
A valuable non-technical discussion of play, play interests, indi-
vidual differences in play, and play as education.
lehman, harvey C. and Wrrrv, paul A. The Psychology of Play
Activities. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1927. Pp.
xviii -I 242.
A comprehensive report, based on a check list of 200 activities,
of the play life of children from five to twenty-two years of age,
including tho games and other play activities commonly engaged
in, those liked best, those occupying the largest amount of time,
and the relation of play to such factors as age, sex, race, season,
intelligence, and community.
Lournr, C, M. Clinical Psychology: A Handbook of Children's Be-
havior Prohlcms. Now York: Harper and Brothers, 1930. Pp.
xx ~|- (595.
A systematic, concrete presentation of the materials of clinical
psychology as applied to the diagnosis, descriptions, and treatment
of behavior problems of children.
paul.    Ittwtlhig and Literature in  the Elementary School
Boston:   Houghton Mifllin Company, 1980.   Pp. xi + 591.
A description of reading skills needed in the elementary grades
and specific suggestions for methods of teaching these skills.
klmkk IX, and mason, bkrnard S.   The Theory of Play.
New York:   A. S, Barnes and Company, 1934.   Pp. vii -|~ 547.
A comprehensive background for understanding the importance
and function of play and specific suggestions for the administration
of recreation.
Li,, klmkr D.f and mason. bkrnakd S.   Active Games and Con*
New York:   A. 8. Barnes and Company, 1935.   Pp. viii -f
000.

